
DECLARATION OF PLACEMENT ATTENDANCE 
& FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

When answering the following questions you may like to think about the student’s placement aim, objectives (see below) and capability 
to: follow instructions, communicate (written/verbal), use initiative, solve problems, be creative/innovative, receive and act on 
feedback. You may also wish to consider the student’s subject knowledge, understanding, commitment and professionalism.

continued  

Students name:

Students please cut and paste your placement aim and objectives (Checklist A, point 6) into the box below.

Name of placement provider:

Name of Placement Supervisor:

Contact telephone number:

Contact email:

Today’s date:
Date placement 
commenced:

For any sessions that the student did not attend: Did they contact you 
in a timely manner to explain their absence and was the reason for their 
non-attendance acceptable? 

Number of hours 
completed to date:

Please choose:

This form should be completed by the Placement Supervisor mid-way through the student’s placement. One form needs to be 
completed for each student completing a placement. The feedback you provide will be used to inform the student’s assessment.

The student is permitted to return completed forms to their UPT. However, if you would rather feedback can be emailed or posted to 
Philippa Elford: 

pelford@marjon.ac.uk Plymouth Marjon University, Futures, Derriford Road, Plymouth, 
PL6 8BH 

Your feedback is important to us



Thank you for offering a placement to a student from Plymouth Marjon University and for taking the time to provide us with valuable 
feedback. If you would like to discuss anything regarding the students’ performance please contact their University Placement Tutor (UPT).

Plymouth Marjon University is a trading name of University of St Mark & St John

What are the student’s strengths?

What would you like to see the student concentrate on, or develop, in the remainder of their time on placement?

Other comments (if printing please continue on a separate sheet if necessary)


	Text Field 6: Saints Southwest FC
	Text Field 7: Thomas Shwenn
	Text Field 10: By the end of my placement i would like to be able to feel more confident in my rehabilitation skills and feel more confident in my knowledge about the human anatomy. I would like to be able to feel "job ready" after my placement is finished, and hope to get a job within the football industry.-learn and understand the rules and regulations correctly for football.-learn and improve my first aid skills.-to be able to learning coaching techniques while being on placement.-to feel more confident as a rehabilitator 
	Text Field 8: 07769337281
	Text Field 9: tshwenn@saintssouthwest.co.uk
	Text Field 5: 24/02/2020
	Text Field 4: 27/01/2020
	Text Field 3: 25
	Text Field 2: Rebecca Ewing
	Text Field 11: Since Rebecca, started her placement at Saints Southwest she has always remained very approachable to all which has meant for numerous bookings and appointments for treatments from players. Rebecca, has shown great confidence and knowledge by often taking a number of age groups for group stretching at the end of sessions which has been massively beneficial to all involved. Rebecca, has also demonstrated great knowledge with a variety of injuries and treatments which has led for faster recovery than expected on a couple of occasions. 
	Text Field 12: Rebecca, was a model student to have on placement. Polite, confident and knowledgeable. There is not a great deal I could suggest here. 
	Text Field 14: Overall, Rebecca has had a great impact on the programme since the start of her programme, I have had numerous testimonials from parents and players about the great work that was completed. 


